
Chrome, automatic shift, 30" ......4731 .............. $299.00 ea
Black, automatic shift, 30" ..........4735 .............. $299.00 ea
Chrome, no shift 30” ...................4730 .............. $299.00 ea
Black, no shift 30” .......................4734 .............. $299.00 ea
Black, no shift 32" .......................4734-32 ......... $299.00 ea
Chrome, no shift 32" ...................4730-32 ......... $299.00 ea
Paintable, automatic 30” .............4732 .............. $299.00 ea
Paintable, no shift 30” .................4733 .............. $299.00 ea
Hazard warning light kit ..............4739 ................ $16.00 ea
GM plug in adapter  ....................4632-DK5 .........$16.90 kit

SHIFT LINKAGE KITS
LOKAR Ford AOD ..................................4690-AOD .. $75.00 ea
             Ford C4-C6 ................................4690-C4C6 $85.00 ea

Stainless steel. Fully adjustable to match any shifting 
mechanism and indicator perfectly. Linkage kits are available 
in short (10" to 17"), long (17" to 23"), fits most transmissions, 
GM TH-350, 400, 700R, 200R, 4L80E and more. Linkage kit 
works on all columns shown here and most others.
Short 10”-17” ..........................................4690 ............$59.00 kit
Long 17”-23”  ..........................................4691 ........... $59.00 ea

Shift Linkage, cable control
     2" Column to Ford Trans, C4
     2" Column to Ford Trans, C6
     2" Column to Ford Trans, AOD
     2" Column to GM Trans

Very nice column, fits the truck great, short bell gives more cab room. Available with or without chrome lighted shift indicator
We offer this column as the shifter and tilt area is only 8 inches which allows the use of a 30 inch column, with less column sticking 
out in the cab. Includes Polished stainless shift arm, dress up kit, GM wiring with 4 1/4” connector. Shift indicator is attached, 
illuminated and has chrome housing. Real nice column. Nice shift indicator.
                    Flaming river columns are also available with key in column and keyless start and in paintable stainless

    30" COLUMNS, WITH SHIFT 2" DIAMETER, 1"DD SHAFT
    Polished & Chrome with indicator..........4651-WS ........ $755.00 ea
    Milled is paintable ..................................4651-WSM ..... $625.00 ea

    30" COLUMN, NO SHIFT 2" DIAMETER, 1"DD SHAFT
    Polished & Chrome ...............................4652-NO ......... $485.00 ea
    Milled is paintable ..................................4652 ............... $335.00 ea

     ADD DIMMER SWITCH .........................4701-D ............ $108.00 ea

        30" COLUMN FOR STOCK FORD WHEEL
               Polished ..........................................4650-FWP ...... $689.00 ea                 
               Mill Finish, paintable .......................4650-FWM ...... $589.00 ea
               Black Powder coated ......................4650-FWB ...... $659.00 ea

Column drops see next page (both these columns are 2')

Column floor mounts see page 160
U-joints see page 154, 
(shaft is 1” DD these columns only)

These columns will accept most any aftermarket GM style 
wheel and or adapter kit, does not come with neutral safety 
swtich, and one is not available

Very nice polished stainless and chrome, well built, similar to 
IDIDIT and Flaming River columns, has some import parts
*Accepts most any 67-94 GM style wheel or adapters.
*Use any 1” Double D joint at bottom. 
*Column is 2” in diameter
*We suggest 30”, but 32” and 33” are available (ask)
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CLASSIC & FLAMING RIVER COLUMNS

CPP STEERING COLUMNS

FLAMING RIVER COLUMNS


